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The Business Case for Industrial Safety

ABSTRACT
How can today’s manufacturing enterprises construct, implement, and optimize modern
safety initiatives in a manner that will present maximum return on investment and facilitate
enterprise growth? Furthermore, how can these manufacturers assure individual ergonomic
investments become part of a larger strategy to facilitate organizational change in safety? This
work addresses these questions by placing industrial ergonomics in a business improvement
context which comprehensively presents the financial returns and growth opportunities poised
by modern safety initiatives. Additionally, to further strengthen the business case for industrial
safety, an ergonomic action planning framework is established to guide the creation of holistic
safety programs and to propagate organizational change. Altogether, the essential elements of
an informed business proposal for safety modernization investments are formulated alongside
a compilation of the financial opportunities made possible by these investments. In the end,
actions to improve industrial ergonomics are presented as strategic and necessary for
enterprise advancement and retained competitiveness. Furthermore, it is concluded that, the
case for manufacturing safety is no longer one of obligation or cost avoidance; it is one of
comprehensive business improvement as ergonomic modernization protects productivity, the
bottom line, and, most importantly, people.
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PREFACE
Before beginning, to better define the motivations behind this work, and to give context to the
arguments within, it is necessary to bring to light the origins of this project. This past summer, I was
blessed with the opportunity to work in, my home, Omaha Nebraska, as a Solutions Consultant Intern
for Consolidated Electrical Distributors, or C.E.D., a nationwide distributor of automation equipment for
the manufacturing industry. During my time in this role, I was fortunate enough to travel around the
state and to visit a multitude of manufacturing establishments. From these visits, I got to see American
industry firsthand and got to know some of the hardworking people on its front lines who, made
everything from welded metal components to the very food we eat.
In the role, my supervisor, Brandon Bernier, assigned me the task of strategically targeting
specific establishments, for which, it would present mutual benefit to have a discussion with C.E.D.
regarding their safety programs, or lack thereof. With this, alongside figuring out what establishments to
target came the task of framing industrial safety in a compelling manner, a task for which I was given
much freedom. From the onset of my research, though it was challenging at first to wrap my head
around the many terms and technologies surrounding modern safety, it was evident that the business
case for safety largely revolved around cost avoidance and compliance.
This finding was only substantiated as I started to visit factories and plants. Admittedly, some
establishments had holistic and effective safety programs and, it was clear, as soon as you walked in the
door, that safety was valued highly. Though, for many of the facilities, especially the ones I was tasked to
target, the “old stigma” I had been hearing so much about from my new colleagues, that safety hinders
productivity, came into play.
Thus, desiring to prove the old stigma invalid, I set out to turn the tide, aspiring to make the case
for safety one of comprehensive business improvement and no longer one of avoiding fines and
maintaining obligatory compliance. Propelling this goal, for the most part, I had observed that the
manufacturing establishments I had visited where the value of safety was clear also were the more
efficient and mature establishments. Why was this?
To answer this question, I enlisted the help of my former business professor, and current friend,
Dr. Titus Jr., PhD. As such, he generously agreed to serve as my advisor on the project and his expertise
in strategic management and entrepreneurship, as well as his excellent writing ability, would be of great
help as I embarked on the task ahead. Hence, with these motivations, and some great help by my side, I
set out to reveal the comprehensive value of ergonomic investments for manufacturing enterprises,
constructing the business case for industrial safety.
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INTRODUCTION
It is on the rapid advances of recent years in computing power and connectivity that the
Data Age has arisen. From this age, data analytics is has become an integral part of nearly all
industries, giving companies and institutions alike, the ability to acquire insight into their
organizations like never before (Panoho 2019). Further, as a result of the Data Age, companies
now are able to thoroughly test their business models with real-time metrics on product use
and customer behavior. Consequently, by leveraging these capabilities, businesses can more
accurately forecast financials, better target customer segments, and streamline operations, all
leading to significant competitive advantage (Panoho 2019).
Subsequently, just as the Data Age has revolutionized how modern businesses operate,
it has fundamentally transformed the manner in which products are manufactured. In fact, the
Data Age has facilitated changes in the manufacturing sector that are so profound that many
have deemed them as the onset of a 4th industrial revolution. For, “due to the velocity, scope
and systems impact of the changes of the fourth revolution, it is being considered a distinct
era” (Marr 2018). Indeed, this era bequeaths manufacturers with opportunities to optimize the
efficiency of their processes, the sustainability of their facilities, and the safety of their workers.
Furthermore, by embracing the development of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), and of
machine learning, staples of the 4th Industrial Revolution, manufacturers can modernize the
way employees and machines work together, both in the factory and throughout the supply
chain (Microsoft 2019; Factor of the Future). Clearly, as the 4th Industrial Revolution continues
to embed itself manufacturing, it is imperative for manufacturing enterprises to invest capital in
these modernization efforts.
However, while the foredrawn conclusion is evident in theory, in practice, the
essentiality of modernization is not as black and white for, a changing business climate
continues to necessitate a direct return on investment for any capital project proposal (Murphy
2008). With this, for many modernization efforts, the financial returns and potential growth
opportunities remain hard to measure as, for the majority of new manufacturing technology,
the mediums of financial return are largely subjective.
This subjectivity is most prevalent in safety. Although it is known that manufacturing
losses due to safety incidents amounted to 4% of global GDP in 2014, as a result of difficulty in
measuring financial return, investment in safety still lags behind other modernization initiatives
(Ludwig 2014). This is because, while modernizing to increase productivity presents a rather
straightforward path to capital gain, the link between safety and productivity remains unclear.
Thus, as key stakeholders work to improve the safety and comfort of manufacturing
environments, a pain point arises as they attempt to financially justify proposed ergonomic
investments (Ismail 2012). Clearly, there is a need for methodologies to help manufacturers
better see the capital return of investing in safety. With this, these methodologies must also
Shane L. Stan
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help EH&S personnel present safety as a comprehensive business improvement rather than as
an obligation or a burden.
How can today’s manufacturers construct, implement, and optimize modern safety
initiatives in a manner that will present maximum return on investment and facilitate
enterprise growth? This question underscores the need for all stakeholders to better
understand the financial benefits of industrial safety. For, to gain capital funding, a safety
project must be presented as part of a business case that conjoins the proposal with bottom
line performance. Hence, this paper acts to forge a more substantial business case for
ergonomic modernization, specifically, a case which expands the argument for safety beyond
cost avoidance. To begin, the essential components of a holistic and modern industrial safety
program are identified using the concept of Safety Maturity. Next, a variety of indicative
metrics and methodologies thoroughly define the financial returns and growth opportunities
inherent to each component. Following, these opportunities and returns are translated into
distinguishable capabilities which lead to heightened competitive advantage, added product
value, and operational excellence. Finally, multiple individualistic initiatives are merged into
one complete ergonomic investment strategy through a conceptual framework which serves to
both guide the implementation of holistic industrial safety programs and facilitate
comprehensive organizational change.

BACKGROUND
Welcome to the world of modern manufacturing. Today, this world is continually being
changed by Industry 4.0, a term used to encompass the 4th Industrial Revolution. With Industry
4.0, American manufacturing has been revitalized, driving 2.33 trillion, or 11.6%, of U.S.
economic output in 2018 while also employing nearly one tenth of the workforce (Amadeo
2019). In fact, the U.S. produced a leading 18.2% of the world’s goods in 2018, a number which
is projected to grow by 3.9% by the end of 2019 and by an additional 2.4% in 2020 (Amadeo
2019). These optimistic growth projections are fueled by the prospect of Industry 4.0
continuing to take hold in American manufacturing for, with an estimated $1 trillion in losses
due to productivity, reliability, emission, and safety in 2017, Industry 4.0 presents much needed
opportunity to recover these losses and, to subsequently grow U.S. based production (Smart
Machines and Factories 2017). Thus, it is crucial that U.S. manufacturers embrace
modernization in the current 4th Industrial Revolution in order for the sector to maintain world
leading production, recapture losses, and meet growth projections.
Outside the opportunities poised by Industry 4.0, continuing globalization also presents
a plethora of potential opportunities for the U.S. manufacturing sector. For, as nations such as
Brazil, India, and China further industrialize, new consumer markets for advanced products will
continue to emerge. As such, these emerging markets present bountiful economic opportunity
to the companies and industries able to fulfill the increased demand. With this in mind,
Shane L. Stan
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globalization has also strained already limited resources, making it necessary for U.S.
manufacturers to produce more goods with equal or less materials. Alongside this, expanding
global industrialization has brought with it the emergence of overseas competitors, also
attempting to fulfill the growing market demand of a modernizing world (Capgemini 2018).
Thus, for U.S. manufacturers pursuing new global markets, modernization is essential as
“businesses that don’t improve stagnate” and, stagnation means losing market share in an ever
more competitive global sector. (Murphy 2008). Hence, the desire to penetrate new overseas
markets in an increasingly competitive landscape gives U.S. manufacturers common reason to
modernize by adopting Industry 4.0.
Adoption of the 4th Industrial Revolution bequeaths access to technologies that can
transform how workers interact with equipment and processes, presenting unprecedented
ability for manufacturing facilities to streamline production, optimize product-life cycles, and,
as is the focus of this paper, protect employees. Still, investment in ergonomic initiatives falls
far behind other modernization expenditures, and this trend is not new (National Safety Council
2013). Thus, with the established common reason to modernize, why is investment in safety
still lagging behind other industrial modernization efforts? According to a study done by the
Aberdeen Group in 2012, the leading complication for ergonomic investments was difficulty in
determining the financial return of this type of investment. Other barriers included,
competition with other proposals, defining the scope of safety initiatives, and obtaining
inclusive buy-in from all employee levels (Ismail 2012). All of these hindrances to safety
investment underscore a lack of understanding as to how safety can directly lead to financial
return and enterprise growth. This ambiguity largely stems from a stigma around safety which
has been present in industry since its birth; safety hinders productivity. However, as expanded
on later, new and emerging technologies increase efficiency while heightening visibility into
process risks and hazards, rendering this old stigma invalid in Industry 4.0.
Still, even with the busted old stigma, common safety proposals for many
manufacturers are still justified with an “ought to do” type of argument, as obtaining
compliance and avoiding costs are consistently the top safety motivators (Aberdeen). However,
presenting ergonomic investments in this way leaves financial return up to chance and, as a
result, the business case is not sufficiently propelling for many decision makers. Furthermore,
while much research does exist linking top financial performers with top safety programs, this
research is largely based off of empirical observation, for, many of these studies simply note
that successful manufacturing facilities with leading productivity also have leading safety
programs. To show this, these studies commonly classify manufacturers by capital performance
metrics and then examine what these manufacturers do in terms of ergonomics. Thus, while
these studies have clearly shown that high performers subsequently operate excellent safety
programs, the specific bridge over which holistic safety leads to high performance lacks
structure. Moreover, while it is recognized that survey based studies verify that Industry 4.0
technologies do enable productivity and safety, demonstrating this relationship for a specific
Shane L. Stan
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investment at a specific facility remains a barrier. To analogize, in any court of law, while
circumstantial evidence may be useful to predicate a case, direct evident is key to obtaining a
trustworthy verdict. Using this analogy, it is evident that, while much research exists showing
that leading producers have seen financial gains through safety, additional tools and methods
are necessary to construct the direct evidence needed to show how, and by what, a specific
ergonomic investment may lead to financial return and growth.
Necessitating this requirement for specific investment justification is a changing
business climate. For, industrial modernization has reached a business phenomenon where it
can no longer be propelled by simply being new. Phil Murphy deemed this business
phenomenon as an “inflection point” where, using the example of investments in Information
Technology (IT) a decade ago, he argued that a “more reasoned evolution of processes, culture,
and technology” was required to justify large capital expenditures (Murphy 2008). Further, he
stated how CIOs require any investment be placed in a business improvement context to gain
any traction in terms of funding. For, as research in organizational science explains, in a 2019
study done by the Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences, “when
multiple conflicting goals have similar priority…a focus on survival serves as an additional
mechanism for resolving goal conflict” (Gaba 2). From this, financial business improvement is
often the deciding factor as it is most closely related to survival. Thus, by linking safety
modernization to business improvement, decisions makers will perceive safety as iterative to,
rather than in conflict with financial performance, propelling them to reconsider ergonomic
investment proposals. Alongside this comes an increase in the number of stakeholders involved
in any given project. A Rockwell Automation study from 2018 determined that the average
number of decision makers in any modernization effort will increase from 8 in 2016 to 11 in
2020 (Rockwell Automation 2018). Altogether, the need to present a strong business case to an
increasing number of stakeholders only heightens the main barrier for safety officials. For, any
safety proposal must now convince a larger group of influencers of its business improvement
value while also assuring a notable ROI.
Unquestionably, any business case for ergonomic investment in manufacturing must be
taken beyond the empirical observation of previous studies and dive into the specific mediums
that show how leading producers have achieved performance growth through safety.
Furthermore, to frame safety in a business improvement context, as required by the current
business climate, the specific processes by which safety investments have improved
manufacturing enterprises must be better understood. By accomplishing these tasks,
manufacturing facilities may be incentivized to modernize safety without implementing
mandates or increasing regulatory oversight. This is the main goal of this work as, to truly
incentivize manufacturing facilities to invest in safety, the business argument for safety must be
taken from one of cost avoidance to one of comprehensive business improvement through
organizational change. For American manufacturing, achieving this goal assures retained
growth and global competitiveness for, as it will be definitively exhibited in this paper, a safer
Shane L. Stan
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workforce predicates a more productive workforce. Additionally, as it will also be exhibited in
this paper, a holistic safety strategy differentiates operationally excellent manufacturers from
laggards. Consequently, ergonomic modernization, through producing more operationally
excellent manufacturers, promises eco-system wide benefit throughout the automation supply
chain. Lifted by the modernization opportunities brought by Industry 4.0, domestic companies
will continue to pilot macro trends in manufacturing and, therefore, lead the 4th revolution.

DEFINING LEADING INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
In the creation of a business case for industrial safety modernization, it is first necessary
to define what it means to be “modern” in safety. For this, it is useful to utilize the previously
discussed observation based research as many past studies have effectively classified leading
safety programs from laggards. In a survey based study done by the Aberdeen Group in 2012,
the top 35% of aggregate safety performers held an averaged recordable injury frequency rate
(I.F.R.) of 0.3. Further, these leaders averaged a staggering 91% score for operational
equipment effectiveness or O.E.E., a performance metric indicating the availability,
performance, and quality achieved by production lines. Most significantly, the top 35% also
exceeded corporate goals for operating margin by 12% (Ismail 2012). Clearly, the leading
modern safety programs had overcame the barriers to safety and implemented ergonomic
initiatives that exceeded corporate performance standards.
However, the 2012 study performed by the Aberdeen Group only surveyed 110
manufacturing establishments, an extremely narrow sampling of the estimated 295,643 U.S.
manufacturing establishments found by the Census Bureau in 2014 (U.S.C.B. 2014). Thus, to
apply the findings of the study to this wider range of manufacturing facilities, the specific
methods that leaders adopted, which enabled them to exceed performance expectations, must
be better defined on an operational level. To assist, Rockwell Automation has developed the
Safety Maturity Index, a metric to better measure the effectiveness and completeness of
industrial safety programs. The Safety Maturity Index rests on three main pillars, capital, or
technological capability, compliance, or operational processes, and culture, or employee
behaviors (Ludwig 2014). Thus, by this index, the most operationally excellent, or mature,
safety programs are the direct summation of technology, process, and culture.
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Figure 1: The Three Pillars of Safety Maturity; Adapted From: Ludwig 2014

With this, for operationally excellent manufacturing facilities, having the exceptional
performance indicators found by the Aberdeen study, safety modernization goes beyond being
simply a mean to upgrade technology or to avoid costs. These manufacturers strategically plan
how each ergonomic investment dollar will be utilized to improve technology, enable
processes, and create an inclusive culture around safety. In this way, each ergonomic
investment is holistic in its defined scope and optimized for maximum impact on bottom line
performance.
Assuming the three pillars of Safety Maturity are accurate in defining modern safety
programs, it is evident that, by strategically planning each pillar, a holistic safety program may
be established. Furthermore, by better understanding technology, process, and culture on an
operational level, a concrete link between safety and financial gain can be built.
Thus, the subsequent sections will illustrate the three pillars of safety maturity in a
business improvement context, demonstrating how each pillar leads to costs savings and can
provide notable R.O.I. With this, the financial opportunities suggested for each pillar will be
backed by various focus metrics and success indicators.
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TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILIITY
The key technological evolution of Industry 4.0 is the convergence of IT and OT
(Operational Technology). In fact, the 2019 Manufacturing Trends Report, compiled by
Microsoft, lists this evolution as the top macro trend for the manufacturing sector. This trend is
a result of the grand opportunity IT and OT convergence has presented to modern day
manufacturer, mainly in that, by converging legacy automation equipment with new networked
controlled systems, managers and engineers have unprecedented visibility into production
processes (Microsoft 2019 Trends Report). For EH&S officials, this means a heightened ability to
identify, asses, prioritize, and ultimately mitigate hazards. Applying the convergence to safety,
40% of manufacturers already had already partially or fully integrated their network control
systems with their safety systems in 2012, allowing for a decrease in machine downtime of 24% (Ismail 2012). This reduction was a direct result of the integration of legacy machinery with
safety systems and plant control networks, allowing these aspects of manufacturing
establishments to communicate seamlessly for the first time. Coming back to the present, the
resulting ability to monitor legacy equipment through real-time data collection makes holistic
production and supply chain management possible. Thus, not surprisingly, the main value
proposition of the IT and OT convergence, for safety officers, is the capability to collect, track,
and manage key EH&S metrics alongside key performance indicators (K.P.I.s). Taking a step
further, manufacturers who integrate technological investments with the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) may expect to combine “superhuman production efficiency and practically
seamless quality assurance” (Microsoft 2019 Trends Report). Similarly, manufacturers who
integrate ergonomic investments with the IIoT may expect to combine exceptional production
efficiency with a near perfect safety record.

O.E.E. & O.P.E.
Altogether, as Industry 4.0 continues to envelope legacy equipment with intelligent
automated networks, furthered access into real-time process data will enable manufacturers to
iteratively improve safety and efficiency. To illustrate, the technological link between safety and
efficiency improvement is shown by examining Overall Equipment Effectiveness (O.E.E), or
Overall Plant Effectiveness (O.P.E.). These key performance indicators encompass the overall
efficiency of a machine or, in the case of O.P.E, of an entire production line. Both utilize three
main components to construct a comprehensive measure of overall performance. First among
these is availability, measuring the percentage of time a machine, or line, is operating out of the
period it is said to be available. For instance, if a machine is said to be available for all 24 hours
in a day, though collected data indicates the machine is only operational for 22 hours due to
downtime, it’s availability would be 91.7%. The second component, performance, measures the
output of a machine, or line, during operational time and compares the output to an optimal
state. Put simply, if a machine optimally outputs 500 product units an hour, the performance
measure displays how many units are actually produced in that time. The final component,
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quality, indicates the defect rate of any given process. For instance, for the previous
performance output, the quality component measures the number of the units passing quality
assurance (LearnFast 2019).
Together, the three components multiply to provide O.E.E. or O.P.E. The following figure
suggests inefficiencies for availability, performance, and quality, relating each to production
time losses for manufacturing facilities.

Figure 2: A Full Break-Down of the O.P.E Metric and its Components; From: LearnFast 2019

From this figure, it is clear that lost time, or downtime, is the largest source of
production losses and, subsequently, forfeited revenue. With this, “most companies
significantly underestimate their true downtime, and over 80% of companies are unable to
calculate their true downtime costs correctly” (Immerman 2018). This significant
underestimation of lost time roots in how manufacturers perceive downtime, most only
considering downtime to be when a machine or line is in cold shutdown. However, as the O.P.E
metric suggests, not all time losses involve the literal shutdown of machinery. For, by Figure 2,
production loss can be attributed to shutdown, maintenance, equipment or process failure,
non-optimal production, and reprocessing due to defects, expanding “time losses” to
encompass any loss of value-adding operating time. Even so, not all time losses are created
equal and, in that, not all may be prevented. For instance, planned downtime for scheduled
maintenance, cleaning, or adjustment, falling under losses one and two in figure 2, presents
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necessary lost production, yet, since it is planned, the losses may be tabulated on a facility
balance sheet. Thus, the most preventable, and the most significant source of lost revenue for
manufacturing establishments, is unanticipated time losses as these losses are often
nontransparent to plant operators and production supervisors (Fitchett 2019). Further,
unanticipated time losses present the greatest financial burden as, during these losses,
overhead and labor costs grow continually and are unequalled by value adding activities. In
fact, an Aberdeen Group study discovered that, in 2016, unplanned time losses cost $260,000
per hour for the IT sector, not factoring in further performance and quality losses (Arsenault
2016). Clearly, maximizing operating time, by mitigating unanticipated lost time, is a significant
financial opportunity for manufacturers.

FAIL SAFE AND FAULT TOLERANT APPROACHES TO SAFETY INTEGRITY
Factoring in ergonomics, O.P.E. may be deployed to demonstrate how safety may
prevent unanticipated time losses and present efficiency gains. Hazards in industrial processes
are often classified using a Safety Integrity Level (S.I.L), with each level presenting a different
safety availability, or the percentage of time a process is safely operating. An S.I.L rating of 1
encompasses a safety availability of 90%% to 99%. This range becomes 99.99% to 99.999% for
the maximum S.I.L rating of 4, meaning additional time the machine is deemed safe (Rockwell
Automation 2019). From this, investing to raise the S.I.L. rating of a hazard to a 4 is not always
the best course of action as the highest S.I.L rating is not necessarily the optimal S.I.L rating.
This is because, traditionally, to mitigate a hazard, it was necessary for humans to be absent
from the area or eliminated from the process entirely, often leading to large machine guarding
an inaccessibility. This made necessary maintenance, whether planned or unanticipated, a
burden in that a machine had to be brought to a complete shutdown state, perhaps leading to
the safety and productivity stigma brought into play earlier. As such, this requirement would
lead to an abysmal availability score for O.E.E. as, a machine could have nearly 100% safety
availability yet, due to the cold shutdown requirement for maintenance, have less than ideal
operating availability (D. Kalinsky Associates 2016). Thus, for many manufacturers, finding the
optimal balance between safety availability and operating availability remains a challenge as, to
make a machine accessible safely, operating time is often sacrificed. This challenge is better
illustrated by Figure 3 below.
Can I access
this machine
safely?

Can I operate
this machine
at capacity?

Ideal Case
Figure 3: Balancing Safe Accessibility with Operating Capacity
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However, the integrated control and safety systems of Industry 4.0 have also helped to
integrate safety and productivity, as, for risk management, this integration has given rise to “fail
safe” and “fault tolerant” equipment. Importantly, these are not the same, but are related in
that both help solve the balance between safety and operating availability. Fail safe equipment,
upon detecting a fault, indicating to the system that a safety incident is imminent, fails to a safe
state. While this often does result in lost operating time, it prevents the equipment from
defaulting to a cold shutdown state if it is unnecessary. Additionally, the cross communication
of safety and control systems allows for fast a diagnosis of the fault and, by preventing cold
shutdown, the machine may be brought back on-line faster. Hence, though fail safe equipment,
an incident injury is be prevented and the lost time due to the incident is mitigated. While not
the same, yet presenting similar opportunity, fault tolerant equipment fails to a reduced yet
still functional state once a fault is detected. For instance, if a maintenance employee enters a
hazard zone, a fault will be introduced into the safety system. The safety system will then
communicate the fault to the control system and the control system will bring the machine to a
state of operation deemed safe for the employee. The difference introduced is the ability to still
operate a machine with a fault in the system (Rockwell Automation 2019). For, as a motor
operating at 2000 rotations per minute (R.P.M.) may present an unacceptable S.I.L. for a
worker, reducing this motor to 500 RPM may present an acceptable S.I.L., allowing the worker
to perform maintenance in the area while the machine still operates in a value adding manner.
Together, the implementation of both fail safe and fault tolerant systems, whenever possible,
presents a significant increase in the availability of a machine. Further, the two technologies
demonstrate how safety availability can be integrated with operating availability in Industry 4.0.

MAXIMIZING OPERATING TIME
To project the availability increase brought by an ergonomic investment, historical data
can indicate the frequency of a specific incident and tell whether the incident is the product of
a safety, process, or equipment failure. Further, historical data may provide an average resolve
time for each specific incident. Absent this data, safety officials may justify the capital cost of
integrated safety investments by noting the potential value of gaining the information for,
investment in ergonomic technology promises to drastically reduce not only the frequency of
safety related incidents, but also the resolve time of each incident. For instance, after a factory
invests to integrate the safety and control systems of a specific machine, if an emergency stop
button is pushed on that machine, the control system will know exactly what button was
pushed and how to bring the machine to a safe condition, whether failing to safe state or
remaining functional a reduced level. From this, an injury is prevented, the fault is immediately
diagnosed, and the machine can resume full production once the fault is resolved. This example
provides return in that, the decrease in resolve time increases operating time and thus, it
prevents wasted overhead and labor expenditures (Fitchett 2018).
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Indeed, the big win for modern safety, from a technological standpoint, comes from the
ability to increase machine operating time while also maintaining acceptable safety levels,
presenting a two-fold value proposition. From heightening production, and by reducing the
frequency, as well as the resolve time, of safety incidents, it is clear how a facility may achieve
the stated 2-4% reduction in lost operating time due to inadequate safety technology. This time
is, quite literally, money. The time saved will, based on production rate, indicate opportunity to
increase quarterly or annual production. Furthermore, the total saved time may quantify the
total labor cost and overhead used inefficiently during unanticipated downtime. Preventing
these wasted expenditures will increase the efficiency of capital expensed to make products,
increasing operating margin. Consequently, it is clear that, by streamlining operating expenses,
ergonomic investment in technology directly improve the efficiency of production capital for an
enterprise. Therefore, an investment in safety is an investment in productivity.

PROCESS ENABLEMENT
Even so, as the Safety Maturity Index suggests, leaders in industrial safety recognize
technological investment as only one part of a holistic and modernized safety program. For, as
the technological capabilities of Industry 4.0 presented the opportunity to drastically increase
machine availability, implementing the right corresponding operational processes with this
modern technology presents the opportunity to increase machine performance and quality as
well. Additionally, through modernized operational processes, a manufacturing establishment
can leverage safety and control system integration and work to continually improve incident
prevention and asset performance. Making these processes possible, the technologies of
Industry 4.0 have built the foundation for the evolution of Industrial Analytics, a summation of
progresses in the I.I.O.T, Big Data, and Machine Learning (RA Data). Consequently, Industrial
Analytics is transforming traditional operating processes and is fundamentally changing how
modern manufacturing establishments approach both risk and asset management.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT THROUGH INDUSTRIAL ANALYTICS
With automated data collection becoming widespread throughout the manufacturing
sector, leaders are differentiating themselves by leveraging this data with Industrial Analytics,
enabling continuous data driven improvement. To do this, leading facilities first focus key
performance indicators, such as O.P.E, to define process problems, which may include
considerable hazards or imminent equipment failures. Following, by defining each problem with
measurable data, machine learning steps in to process the K.P.I. data and propose various
models of hazard or equipment management, evaluating the effectiveness of each modeled
course of action. Then, by deploying Industrial Analytics to further assess and cross-examine
each model, a validated and optimized model is devised for production. This model is then
operationalized through conveyance mechanisms to operations level and management staff.
Consequently, by defining potential failures and hazards with continuously measurable metrics,
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this process is made cyclic as Industrial Analytics continually assess the collected data for trends
and then works to suggest improved portfolio and risk management actions (Rockwell
Automation 2018). This continuous improvement cycle is an essential process to optimize
investments in modern analytics and is illustrated by Rockwell Automation in Figure 4 below.
Through the improvement cycle, modern manufacturers are always informed of the right
course of action, assuring the effective mitigation of risk to people and property.

Figure 4: An Illustration of Continuous Improvement through Industrial Analytics; From: Rockwell Automation 2018

A NEW ADVANCE IN ASSET MANAGMENT
The source of many production hazards within a plant or factory is, in most cases, the
non-optimal performance of machine assets. For this reason, enabling continuous improvement
in asset management though Industrial Analytics directly results in bettered risk management,
making investment in Industrial Analytics an ergonomic initiative. “There is plenty of room for
improvement with regard to asset estate (condition) awareness” states a 2017 whitepaper
created by VansonBourne and commissioned by GE Digital. In the paper, it was found that, 75%
of 600 surveyed decision makers in manufacturing conceded a lack of awareness as to when
assets needed replacement. Similarly, 71% reported being unaware of when assets required
scheduled maintenance (VansonBourne 2017).
Nevertheless, continuous improvement is changing the traditional approach to asset
management, solving many maintenance inadequacies along the way. This comes as
analytically assessed models continually suggest new and optimal courses of action, enabling
many in the manufacturing sector to advance their risk mitigation and maintenance processes.
Traditionally these processes were purely reactive, making any preventative maintenance
merely based on past incident. Therefore, it was difficult to project needed maintenance or
upgrade time for many technological investments. However, the continuous improvement cycle
brought about by the rise of Industrial Analytics has empowered manufacturing establishments
to better projection equipment failures, and the subsequent risks imposed. Thus, by leveraging
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data analytics, asset maintenance has advanced from pure reactivity to proactivity by projecting
required courses of action based on the real-time condition of machine assets. Taking
proactivity further, leading manufacturers in modernization have used analytics to predict
future failure points and sources of risk, using both historical and real-time condition
monitoring to inform these predictions and, above all, prescribe maintenance requirements
and safety protections (Rockwell Automation 2018). As illustrated in the figure below, this
advance in asset management has taken incident and failure diagnoses from being reactive to
being prescriptive, creating proactive action plans for safe and efficient production.

Reactive

Proactive

Predictive

Prescriptive

Figure 5: The Advancement of Asset and Risk Management in Industry 4.0

Differentiating leading and laggard performers, leaders are 52% more likely to possess
predictive and prescriptive risk assessment programs. In addition, 61% of leaders further these
programs, assuring that, if incidents do occur, they are actively escalated to key decision
makers if necessary. This compares to a mere 40% for laggard operational performers (Ismail
2011). in this, leaders recognize how standardized escalation processes further assist to resolve
incidents efficiency, preventing incidents from becoming accidents.
Overall, analytically driven and continuously optimized maintenance processes facilitate
both asset and risk management. As such, upgrading aging assets, whether a small motor belt
to an entire process line, goes to mitigate the risk to employees posed by aging equipment.
Moreover, by using predictive and prescription maintenance to proactively upgrade assets,
risks and line failures are not only prevented, but production is kept at an optimal state.

THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF MODERN ASSET AND RISK MANAGEMENT
It has been established that the essential goal of operational processes is to enable
continuous improvement in asset and risk management as, the continual prediction of risks and
failures gives way to prescribed actions, which may then be analytically assessed and verified.
For ergonomic investments, combining the modernization of safety technology with
operational processes presents numerous opportunities for cost savings.
First, calling back the O.P.E metric from the technological capabilities section, predictive
and prescriptive maintenance increases the performance and quality components. For, while
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the safety technology argument mostly focused around availability, maximizing operating time,
proactive asset management keeps production equipment in optimal condition, resulting in
superlative machine output, low product defect rates, and, as a consequence, maximized value
adding operating time. Likewise, similar to investments in technology, process investments
present financial opportunity by increasing O.E.E. and O.P.E. Therefore, safety officials must
place process proposals alongside technological projects to project a maximum machine
effectiveness increase. Admittedly, crossover exists between how safety technology and
proactive processes affect availability, performance, and quality individually. However, on the
whole, it is clear that by combining technologies with processes, all three components benefit,
resulting in the 5% to 7% increase in either O.E.E. or O.P.E previously uncovered.
Further, through this combination, manufacturing establishments gain unprecedented
visibility into the life cycle of their products, allowing for the material, equipment, and human
resources required for production to be optimized. Translating life cycle visibility into financial
return, the ability to optimize resources has the potential to make labor more effective, assure
optimal equipment function, and minimize material necessity and waste (PTC 2015). Thus,
together, both machine effectiveness and product generation are advanced by pairing the
modern developments in safety technology from the previous section with the analytic and
escalatory processes of this section.
Second, manufacturing establishments may also save costs through the merger of
technology and processes by reducing incidents, near-misses, and accidents. For, while machine
effectiveness greatly indicates the production impact of modern asset management, it does not
necessarily correlate to the impact of modern risk management. To effectively project or
demonstrate the financial impact of analytically based risk management, is it suggested that
EH&S personnel note recordable and total incident rates. These metrics show the number of
recordable incidents, incidents that result in injury or illness, and the number of total incidents
seen per 100 full-time workers in a given time frame. Further, safety officials may note the lost
time case rate, indicating the amount of lost time due to safety incidents, often measured in
workdays, per 100 full-time employees in a given time frame (NMMCC n.d.). All of these metrics
assist to demonstrate the financial value of reducing both the number and severity of safety
incidents. For instance, decreasing the frequency of a certain type of incident in a facility
prevents lost time and labor cost. With this, decreasing the severity of each incident presents
financial opportunity in that it saves litigation, treatment, compensation, and substitute labor
costs. To project this, the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (O.S.H.A) has an injury
and fatality cost tool. Using this tool, cost savings may be projected based on how effectively a
specific risk management model will reduce the hazard. Altogether, tracking safety metrics,
such as incident rates, will measure the effectiveness of a risk management program and may
be used to further inform analytics which, in turn, continuously improves how a facility
manages the inherit hazards in its production process.
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Summarizing, modern safety processes leverage the evolution of Industrial Analytics to
enable cyclic improvement within a manufacturing establishment. Using the continuous
improvement model, modern asset and risk management strategies advance the prediction of
hazards and equipment failures and prescribes the proper course of action for each case.
Financially, these processes present the opportunity to heighten both the performance and
quality components of asset effectiveness, holistically increasing O.P.E. From a risk mitigation
view specifically, metrics measuring the frequency and the severity of incidents indicate the
impact of a risk management model and can be used to quantify the cost savings associated
with the model. Overall, for ergonomic proposals, asset and risk management modernization is
an essential compliment to safety technology as, from these processes, manufacturers can
expect to near the 0.3 injury frequency rate (I.F.R.) seen by leaders. Altogether, the operational
processes presented in this section further demonstrate the tie between safety, efficiency, and
financial return. Therefore, an investment in safety is an investment in continuous process
improvement.

CULTURE CREATION
Transitioning to the third and final leg of safety maturity, leading ergonomic performers
assure behaviors and values are inclusive throughout the enterprise structure. For, while many
manufacturing facilities have oversight that fully supports safety culture, conveying this culture
from executives to operations level employees remains a challenge for many. However, the
most essential task in industrial safety modernization involves obtaining inclusive buy-in on
both the safety technologies and operational processes presented thus far. Further, this buy-in
must stretch from the executive offices of enterprises all the way to the operating stations on
factory floors. Nonetheless, safety culture is, arguably, the most ambiguous and difficult part of
a safety program to financially discern for decision makers, even though many of these decision
makers do recognize that high employee engagement largely indicates success (Osman 2018).
This indication is especially true in manufacturing, as an enterprise’s bottom line depends on
the behaviors and engagement of the workforce on the production lines. In fact, a 2016 Gallup
report found a 70% reduction in safety incidents for top-quartile works units or, the best
engaged units (Rigoni & Nelson 2016). Given this and previously assessed impact of safety
incidents on both operating time and workforce costs, it is suggested that manufacturing
enterprises with engaged employees outperform others by 202% (Osman 2018). With the
added financial significance of engagement, how can safety personnel create a culture of safety
around proposed ergonomic technologies and processes? Namely, an environment where
every worker at every level has bought into the purpose of safety modernization and is
informed on their role in improving their facility.

ROLE BASED VISIBLITY
“To create a culture focused on safety, leaders should implement targeted actions to
improve engagement in the areas with the strongest links to safety” (Rigoni & Nelson 2016). For
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manufacturers, these areas are, unquestionably, factory and plant production floors. Yet, the
U.S. manufacturing sector still lags behind other sectors in culture as, in 2017, 25% of the
manufacturing workforce was engaged with their roles, compared to the U.S. average
employee engagement score of 33% (Swift 2017). An initial proposal to reverse this trend
comes with role based visibility, as every employee of a manufacturing facility should be aware
of specific factors critical to the safe success of their specific role. For employees with high risk
roles, this visibility is even more crucial as, providing accurate and timely information on
applicable critical success factors can help assure their safety while also empowering them to
become more effective in their position. Industry 4.0 has enabled this visibility as many EH&S
software platforms now enable plant engineers to create customized dashboards with tailored
information that may be provided to operations level employees. An example dashboard is
shown below with specific metrics and factors critical to the success of the employee whom will
utilize the information throughout the fulfillment of their role.

Figure 6: An Example Operator Focused Dashboard with Relevant Metrics; From: Immerman 2018

This specific dashboard is designed for an operator of a theoretical “CNC 108” machine.
The main data displays many metrics associated with efficiency of the machine such as O.E.E.
With this, dashboards for maintenance personnel may include condition monitoring for the
CNC machine, providing quick and accessible data if a motor or tool failure is imminent. In both
positions, the dashboards enable role-based visibility in a mobile fashion that can prove the
difference between risk mitigation and escalation. Still, the adoption of role based visibility has
been slower than the adoption of other Industry 4.0 capabilities, as only 45% of leading safety
programs have leveraged the capability (Ismail 2012). However, as more factories and plants
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deploy technology and process improvements to safety, providing visibility into these
investments is a necessity to obtain inclusive buy-in and to assure a proposal’s impact actually
travels from an engineer’s desk to the production floor.

CULTURE CONVEYANCE MECHANISMS
Creating a culture around organizational change involves not only obtaining inclusive
buy-in on the change, but also conveying the necessary behaviors to facilitate change. Initially,
behavioral conveyance mechanisms might seem overly aligned with human resources for most
safety officials, but these mechanisms are critical as they work to assure employees not only
accept technological and process changes, but also work to facilitate them. The best
conveyance mechanisms travel at a different angle in that, in place of mandating behaviors and
compliance, they encourage a value set and make all personnel a part of organizational success.
To demonstrate, Tasty Catering, Chicago’s largest catering company, saw single digit sales
growth and double digit profit growth for the previous three years, claimed the company’s
founder Tom Walter. He attributed this growth to systematic changes in the operating culture
of the company. (Walter 2019). As a result, the company consistently heightens production, has
a near perfect safety record, and continually ranks among the top companies in North America
for its exceptional employee engagement (Walter 2019). Conceding, the company is a catering
business and not an industrial manufacturer. Though, its employees still face hazards from the
cooking utensils and large equipment used. Further, high production demand can mean long
hours. Because of this, Tasty Catering provides an exemplary example of workplace culture for
manufacturers with hazardous tools, risk creating equipment, and high production demand,
characteristics that describe nearly all manufacturers. With this credibility, the mediums that
Tasty Catering uses to convey culture may be easily adapted by safety personnel attempting to
create ergonomic organization changes. These mediums include internal newsletters, which
offer transparency into organizational initiatives and projects, video monitors featuring
recognition of positive culture actions, and external marketing that features employees and
their behaviors. Further, managers at Tasty Catering make a point to incorporate critical success
factors in day to day conversation. Altogether, for manufacturers, implementing the proper
conveyance mechanisms for any safety initiative shortens the time needed to implement
holistic change, meaning enterprises may see the projected financial return of an ergonomic
investment faster. Tom Walter reiterates the importance of culture conveyance stating, if you
“establish the behaviors you don’t have to worry about the outcome” (Walter 2019).

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT MEASURES
It has been shown that obtaining buy-in on, and conveying the behaviors behind, any
safety initiative can increase employee engagement and facilitate workforce performance. Yet,
to internally prove this, manufacturers must measure employee engagement in order to project
and test the impact of the previous culture creating mechanisms. Most notably among
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employee engagement measuring systems is the Q12 Employee Engagement Survey, created
and conducted by Gallup (Swift 2017).

Figure 7: An Example Employee Engagement Score Obtained by the Gallup Q12 Survey; From: Swift 2017

From the example survey above, it is evident how, specifically, manufacturers can obtain a
complete and quantitative measure of workforce experiences. In this, managers and safety
personnel may better target initiatives and improve shortfalls in engagement. Furthermore, by
knowing the right questions to best uncover pain points for employees, manufacturing
establishments are equipped to better identify potential sources of risk and inefficiency that
may have been previously overlooked. To compliment the Gallup model above, manufacturers
may also strive to capture net promoter score (N.P.S.). This metric, as the name implies, can
gage the percentage of both customers and employees who would promote the enterprise to
an outsider (Katz 2017). By measuring this straightforward yet powerful metric, manufacturing
facilities may quantitatively gauge whether workplace experiences are improving. For safety, it
can gage whether employees actually do feel safer when equipped with the technology and
processes of ergonomic investments. Together, the Gallup Model and N.P.S. bequeath EH&S
officials with tangible metrics to actually determine the state of safety perceived by the
workforce. Further, by narrowing down the specific causes of shortcomings in employee
engagement, as achieved by the Gallup model in particular, ergonomic proposals, whether for
technology, processes, visibility, or conveyance, may be tailored effectively to actual workforce
needs and not to perceived workforce needs.
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THE FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY BEHIND HEIGHTENED ENGAGEMENT
Transitioning, even if employee engagement may be increased and measured effectively
with the previous mechanisms and metrics, a specific understanding of how employee
engagement leads to financial return is still needed. With this, although it has been established
that, when a facility workforce engages in safety, a 70% reduction in safety related incidents is
possible, the establishment of an inclusive safety culture presents many other opportunities for
cost savings. Namely, absenteeism and turnover rates range from 6-11% for manufacturing
establishments as a result of inadequate employee engagement, rates comparable to the
health care and emergency service industries (Bolden-Barrett 2019). As a consequence of these
high rates, manufacturing companies see an increase in safety incidents and, see a decrease in
total output as well as quality. Hence, reversing these financial drawbacks clearly poses
significant potential gains. For, as told previously, the top 25% of manufacturers in employee
engagement financially outperform others by 202%. Subsequently, in the following figure,
Gallup has broken down this percentage, showing just how leading manufacturers in employee
engagement achieve the staggering statistic.

Figure 8: The Financial Outcomes of Heightened Employee Engagement; From: Sorenson 2013

Using the findings presented, EH&S officers are equipment with a quantifiable case for
increasing employee engagement and, therefore, can begin to objectively project the financial
opportunities posed by implementing visibility and conveyance mechanisms into safety
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programs. Further, by deploying engagement gaging tools such as the Q12 survey, or by
measuring N.P.S., those working to improve safety now possess falsifiable metrics that enable
them to better tailor proposals to operational staff and to project the actual impact of these
proposals on a plant floor.
With the right culture, operations level employees should have a voice in proposed
investments, be engaged in enterprise wide initiatives, and feel empowered to communicate
risks with managers and executives. Eamonn Nestor, senior director of operations at Stryker, a
global medical technology enterprise puts it best in that employee “Engagement can be
something that’s treated like a fad, or it can be treated as a way to brand our company in a
certain way that attracts talent” (Swift 2017).
Alongside, improving workforce experiences not only attracts talent but, as “Customer
experience depends on employee experience”, leads to increased brand reputation and
customer satisfaction (Katz 2017). Substantiating the importance of brand reputation,
businesses must recognize the massive impact of a more connected world through social
media. For, in its 2017 Global Corporate Sustainability Report, the measurement and data
analytics company, Nielsen, found that 66% of consumers were willing to spend more for a
product if from a more reputable brand (Nielsen 2017). As such, social media is providing
customers with insights into workforce experiences, making the workforce manufacturing a
product highly influential in selling the product as well. As a consequence, heightened
engagement, by improving workforce experiences, raises customer perception, and, as shown
by Nielsen, directly influences purchasing decisions.
Overall, as with technology and process, culture is vital to ergonomic excellence. With
this, as confirmed in this section, the significant financial opportunities made possible by
implementing a safety culture cannot be disregarded. For, to truly promote ergonomic change
within an organization, simply having the right technology and processes is not sufficient as,
without coherently investing in safety culture, process and technology are simply means to an
end. Without the corresponding culture, the capital expensed on safe technologies and analytic
processes may improve a machine, or a production line, but cannot, and will not, facilitate the
holistic organization change needed to ascend to operational excellence (Kotter 2018).
Therefore, an investment in safety is an investment in organizational change.
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OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
At the summit of technology, process, and culture comes operational excellence or, in
this case, ergonomic excellence, though the two are closely iterative. Now, the projected
financial returns presented by the previous sections may be integrated with one another and, in
this, substantiate the claim that ergonomic excellence stimulates the financial health of a
manufacturing business. For, the lessons of technology, process, and culture can be related to
larger business aspirations and the “metrics for individual projects can be combined to quantify
bottom-line goals such as profitability, market share, and time to market” (PTC 2015). By
making these connections, EH&S officers may not only make the case for substantial R.O.I., but
also for business improvement and growth.

CREATING A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH DISTINCTION
Ergonomic excellence facilitates operational excellence in that, by increasing
production, while optimizing the associated costs, operating margin is heightened.
Furthermore, projecting the margin increase over the expected implementation time of a safety
program goes to display the direct R.O.I. of the holistic three-pillar program, as well its included
initiatives.
Advancing further, manufacturers possessing heightened operating margin, in
comparison to related companies, subsequently possess competitive advantages over rivals.
Porter’s Sustainable Competitive Advantage Model suggests the following process chart to
better contextualize competitive advantage.

Figure 9: Porter’s Model for Sustainable Competitive Advantage; Adapted From: Strategy Train 2019

Using this understanding of competitive advantage, ergonomic investments have thus far been
demonstrated to maximize resource efficiency, weather by maximizing machine performance
through operating time and asset management, or by maximizing human resources through risk
management and increased engagement. With that, the industry 4.0 technologies and
processes presented also offer modern capabilities for manufacturing facilities to increase both
safety and efficiency. Further, these technologies and processes also bestow modern
manufacturers with the capability to create culture through visibility and conveyance
mechanisms. Consequently, as demonstrated by the process diagram, optimizing both
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resources and capabilities makes a manufacturer distinctively competent to make a product
and truly makes them the best at what they do. Further, becoming distinctly able to make
products and serve customers makes way for distinctive value creating propositions, as will be
discussed further later on. These value propositions are the true drivers of competitive
advantage (Strategy Train 2019).

ADDING VALUE TO THE BRAND AND THE BOTTOM LINE
In manufacturing, making a product faster, better, and with fewer resources, spells
value. Thus, becoming distinctly able to do all three leads a manufacturing facility to truly
differentiate itself from others, becoming a leader. As ergonomic investments enable all three
to a notable extent, enterprises may create value be becoming an ergonomic leader.
Mathematically speaking, value creation is the ratio of utility, the price of a product, over costs,
the capital required to create the said utility (Nelson 2019).

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈/𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

While it is true that a company must increase costs to increase utility, ergonomic investments
enable value creation through cost reduction. Namely, ergonomics solutions are not an
exception to the rule, these investments enable value creation by cost reduction in that the
focus of capital is shifted for, by mitigating safety incidents, and thereby savings costs, more
capital may be used to add value rather than to support inefficiencies.
As a takeaway for safety officials and stakeholders, modern ergonomic investments into
the holistic programs described in this work are expensive. Nonetheless, safety incidents and
production inefficiencies can be shown to be equally or more expensive. Thus, safety provides an
optimal alternative to how manufacturers spend operating capital. For, ergonomic investments
are, just that, investments. They provide financial return and enable value creation by shifting
capital to utility increasing activities. This utility increase may come from unmatched timeliness
in fulfilling orders, a result of less downtime and process improvement. Further, this utility may
come from superior quality, a result of increasing O.E.E. and bettering asset management.
Lastly, yet not exclusively, this utility may come from exceptional brand reputation, a result of
more engaged and connected workforce willing to actively promote the products they make.
Altogether, ergonomic excellence enables manufacturers to be distinctively capable of
producing products safely, efficiently, and sustainably, enabling utility increases, and shifting
capital to value adding activities rather than to inefficient and unsafe activities. Thus, it is up to
those working to improve industrial safety to show how an investment will offset the cost of an
investment by reducing operating costs as well as add utility by shifting the saved capital to
value adding activities. For, in most cases, increases in value can provide the means to increase
product price and, the subsequent increased revenue entails bottom line growth.
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLANNING FOR ERGONOMIC MODERNIZATION
Clearly, safety personnel now have great power in presenting ergonomic investments as
business improvement actions with notable returns and considerable bottom line impact. But,
how may a single or a set of proposed projects become part of a larger approach to safety with
facility, or even organization wide impact? Necessitating this question, many project proposals
or initiatives are presented individually, not as smaller components of a larger action plan. This
causes many safety initiatives, often reactive in nature, to be largely unorganized or sporadic,
fixing the most prevalent problems while lacking any form of overarching plan to advance
systematic safety improvement. As a result, even with clear financial justification, key decision
makers may find it difficult to envision a smaller initiative as part of a larger approach to
improving safety. Further, absent a larger action plan, leaders may not be convinced that an
investment will actually solve the root cause of inadequate safety. In this case, decision makers
may deem the proposal as blind in that, while it may successfully treat a symptom, it fails to
address the overarching problem (Murphy 2008). Not surprisingly, turning blind proposals into
informed investments that are part of a larger action plan is an essential yet challenging task for
any industrial safety program.
Turning the tide, “leaders are addressing this challenge by establishing an enterprisewide framework that provides a clear understanding of the organizations EH&S program”
(Ismail 2012). This kind of framework is useful for any business case working to justify an
ergonomic investment as it connects the proposed investment with a larger strategic action
plan to establish holistic and leading safety. As such, strategical action planning for ergonomic
modernization will provide EH&S personnel with a strong and strategic answer to the question,
what’s next?
Guiding the formation of this plan, the framework, presented on the following page,
combines the lessons of past research, along with the methodologies of this work, to construct
a coherent model for the comprehensive advancement of industrial safety. The main purpose
of the framework is to illustrate how each step of safety maturity, technology, process, and
culture, builds operational excellence. For, to analogize, the three pillars of safety maturity,
standing separately, elevate operational excellence to only the height of the lowest pillar. But,
by stacking each pillar, through a strategic action plan, operational excellence can reach new
heights.
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Figure 10: Strategic Action Planning for Ergonomic Modernization

Each component of safety maturity, along with maturity itself, requires a plan consisting
of an initial action, a desired result, a measurable metric, and a factor indicative of success.
From the previous sections, the framework has combined each initial propagating action, not
only with its aspirational result, but also with its suggested focus metrics. Further, each step
includes a success indicator, giving a medium from which financial return may be revealed. Per
the operational excellence section, it was established that modernization actions in technology,
process, and culture summate in distinction. This lesson is incorporated by the framework as,
the actions of each pillar all lead to the establishment of distinguishable capabilities over
competitors, with the desired result of these abilities being business growth. Moreover, the
success indicators of each pillar all influence operating margin through financial returns which,
as discussed earlier, indicates production expenditures are decreasing. Alongside this, the
success indicator associated with operating margin is utility creating capital, expressing whether
or not increased margin is actually creating utility. From this, the framework suggests that, to
truly leverage the distinctive capabilities created by the three pillars, an enterprise must not
only increase operating margin, but also utilize the saved operating income to create product
utility.
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Furthering this analysis, while the success indicators of technology, process, and culture
present a rather straightforward path to financial return, by influencing operating margin, these
indicators do not directly indicate enterprise growth for, while saving capital from ergonomic
investments indicates the investments are indeed creating distinguished capabilities, these
capabilities must be translated into business growth in the action plan. To do this, a strategic
action plan for safety advancement must not only include the financial returns from
technology, process, and culture, but also propose how the saved operating capital can be
leveraged to achieve operational excellence by furthering safety, or by increasing utility. For,
operational excellence, the ability to leverage capital saved to add tangible value to operations
and products, provides the link between operating margin and utility creating capital. Thus,
through operational excellence, safety can be correlated to business growth.
In summation, the framework shows how the individualistic goals associated with
technology, process, and culture, combine to influence overarching business goals. Moreover, it
illustrates how a strategic action plan may facilitate larger business initiatives through smaller
and more tangible actions by defining the comprehensive return on investment for each action,
and then proposing the manner in which the return may add value and lead to growth.
After establishing an optimized strategic action plan for a proposed safety
improvement, further proposals can, and must, be put through the framework to assure
alignment with overarching goals. In this way, the strategic action plan serves to optimize the
overall return and benefit of future proposals. Furthermore, while first embarking through the
framework, it may seem sequential. However, after establishment, the steps become cyclic and
iterative, making it beneficial for any EH&S official to utilize the lessons of previous ergonomic
modernization investments to modify the strategic action plan moving forward. For, the
manufacturing establishments that get the most “bang for their buck” out of an investment in
safety are those that also invest the time to work through the framework for each and every
proposal, adjusting both the proposal and the strategic action plan accordingly to maximize
alignment with the larger initiative. In the process, these manufacturers transform blind
proposals into informed investments, streamlining their investment portfolios (Murphy 2008).
To illustrate this process at work, Appendix A includes case examples of ergonomic
modernization at two manufacturing enterprises. The first company, through the strategic
implementation of a machine monitoring system, greatly increased both safety and efficiency,
which resulted in staggering success indicators and an exceptional return period. The second,
by neglecting to invest in the safety of their workforce, as well as failing to modernize their
acquired legacy assets, possessed an abysmal safety record, caused devastating incidents, and
bore heavy financial losses.
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CONSTRUCTING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
At this point, it is clear that any informed proposal for ergonomic investment must:
 Clearly present how the proposal with enable technological, process, and cultural
change, showing each as an essential component to a holistic safety program
 Dictate the optimal metrics to test the impact of each component on the overall safety
and efficiency of the facility, assuring each metric is useful, accurate, and falsifiable
 Establish a desired result for each component and quantitatively define its success with
measurable financial returns
 Strongly correlate the proposal to operational excellence by discerning the distinguished
capabilities enabled by the proposal and then showing how the financial return of each
will be leveraged to create tangible value
 Attempt to objectively quantify the business growth presented by achieving operational
excellence by connecting added value to increased product utility
 Align the proposal with a larger strategic action plan for safety improvement and
organizational change
Furthermore, acting as a business case toolbox, the financial opportunities brought by modern
ergonomic investments are summarized in the figure below, classified by each step of the
action plan. By deploying the metrics and methodologies of this thesis in alignment with the
strategic action planning framework, a business case for a specific investment at a specific
facility may be constructed by, first selecting the applicable opportunities presented and, then
adequately projecting the fulfillment of each. In this, an EH&S officer may discern the true
potential return of a proposal and accurately analyze its impact on an enterprise.

Figure 11: Summarizing the Financial Opportunities of Ergonomic Investments
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TAKEAWAY
Risk is inherent to manufacturing and, thus, can never be completely eliminated. Hence,
the difference between safety and incident comes with the technologies, processes, and culture
through which risk is managed. Though, too often, risk management has been overlooked and
overarched by production aspirations, with managers and executives often failing to see the
direct connection between the two.
However, as it has been shown, the technologies of Industry 4.0, as well as the
processes made possible by Industrial Analytics, have conjoined safety and efficiency in a
manner than enables financial opportunities that manufactures cannot disregard. First, modern
advancements in safe technology enable manufacturing establishments to maximize uptime;
finding the essential balance between safe access and operational efficiency. Second, modern
processes enable these manufacturers to, not only maximize operating time, but also maximize
value-adding operating time by becoming proactive in both asset and risk management. In turn,
this proactively facilitates continuous improvement, which allows facilities to maximize
efficiency while concurrently minimizing both the frequency and severity of safety incidents.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that, to maximize the return of any ergonomic
investment, an inclusive safety culture must be created in which, employees engage in safety
initiatives and, understand their role in enterprise success. For, as modern ergonomic
technologies and processes pose significant improvement prospects, implementing these
requires holistic organizational change (RA Data). From a business perspective, creating a safety
culture around modern technologies and processes heightens employee engagement, leading
to an increase in workforce productivity, a decrease in turnover, and a more positive brand
reputation.
Altogether, it is clear that an optimal financial return from industrial safety necessitates
the summation of technology, process, and culture. However, to also optimize the impact that a
modern safety program has on an enterprise, manufacturers must strategically plan how to
implement the program, using the strategic action planning framework to help assure each
proposal is holistic and, more importantly, is an appropriate course of action for the facility. As
shown, by conducting this process correctly, a facility becomes distinguished from its
competitors by making its products in a more safe, efficient, and cost effective manner.
Moreover, leveraged correctly, the returns poised by modern ergonomic investments enable
manufacturing enterprises to increasingly utilize resources and capabilities to add tangible
value to products. The ability to create this value increases product utility, heightens customer
satisfaction, and is the key to achieving business growth through operational excellence.
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CONCLUSION
Klaus Schwab states in his book, The Fourth Industrial Revolution “together we shape a
future that works for all by putting people first, empowering them and constantly reminding
ourselves that all of these new technologies and foremost and foremost tools made by people
for people” (Klaus Schwab).
Undoubtedly, this lesson is ever more prevalent as Industry 4.0 and globalization
continue to transform manufacturing. Though, with the alluring prospects brought by
modernization and expansion, keeping manufacturing about people can be a difficult challenge.
Substantiating this challenge is an emerging corporate environment which requires investments
pose significant returns, consolidate costs, and provide explicit business improvement, making
it essential for those working to keep manufacturing, about people, to make the connection
between ergonomic investments and bottom line performance.
In conclusion, this work has definitively made this connection as it has presented
ergonomic investment as a strategic, and necessary, action for enterprise advancement and
retained competitiveness. As a consequence, for manufacturing establishments in Industry 4.0,
the case for industrial safety is no longer one of obligation or cost avoidance, it is one of
comprehensive business improvement as ergonomic modernization protects productivity, the
bottom line, and, most importantly, people.
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APPENDIX A: SAFETY MODERNIZATION CASE STUDIES
ACCUROUNDS: 2018 – 2019 (A CASE STUDY PERFORMED BY MACHINEMETRICS)
AccuRounds, a manufacturer of advanced precision machined components in Avon
Massachusetts, presents a positive example of holistic organizational change leading to
operational improvement and financial gain. Started in 1976, the company offers high level
machining services for the aerospace, medical, electrical, and robotic industries, to name a few.
The essential perfection required for any component used in these industries underscores the
need for AccuRounds to have efficient processes, run by an engaged and informed workforce.
To fulfill this need, in 2006, president and CEO Mike Tamasi stemmed an organizational
alignment strategy deemed a “Path to Perfection” (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 3). Over the
subsequent years, this program would drive improvement in risk mitigation and efficiency while
establishing values aimed at organizational change through culture.
In January of 2018, AccuRounds installed the MachineMetrics monitoring system, a
technology enabling real-time machine data collection, on ten CNC machines which included a
variety lathes, mills, and grinders. Further, the company aimed to install the system on 23
machines by the end of the year, a target that was achieved. Throughout this project,
MachineMetrics followed the company, talking with stakeholders and tracking the impact of
the modernization effort.
From a technological standpoint, the main goal of the investment was to facilitate data
collection for, in an interview with the system supplier MachineMetrics, AccuRounds head
manufacturing engineer Jim Fruzzetti stated “’measuring the efficiency of the process on the
machines, that was the end goal’” and “’at one point we were doing that by paper, hourly’”
(MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 4). He continued, exclaiming the benefits of better data in that “‘it
was really eye-opening because you realize how inefficient you really are’” (MachineMetrics
2019 pg. 4). Furthermore, in a subsequent interview, a machinist at the AccuRounds facility
underscored the importance of process data and analytics declaring “there’s never too much
information in a place like this” (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 7). Using this data, AccuRounds
leveraged the MachineMetrics tool to minimize downtime through retraining and prediction,
enabling continuously improving efficiency and safety. For operations director Jon Colozzo, data
collection technologies and analytic processes help him “’build confidence in our processes
when I see consistent data ‘” (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 9).
However, despite the clear advantage of better machine monitoring and management,
AccuRounds experienced a major challenge in obtaining buy-in from the older generation of
workers in the facility, a challenge definitely not exclusive to AccuRounds. To overcome this
challenge, AccuRounds took on many culture creating actions, specifically, the company
installed dashboards for the operators of the monitored machines and opened things up by
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conveying business goals and values (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 5). With this, Mike Tamasi
conveyed how the new technology and processes where shared with all employees in that they
“’ultimately talked about the result of what green (referring to an indicator signaling a safe and
optimal machine state) means across the board for the entire company: better performance,
satisfying the customer (and), more money in your pocket’” (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 11).
Further, AccuRounds now utilizes their company culture to facilitate holistic change as well as
to adopt new technologies and processes faster (MM). Thus, as discerned in this thesis, a
culture of safety, as Mike Tamasi put it, “’opens up the opportunity for more dialogue, more
awareness (and), more communication’” moving on to exclaim how the culture enabled an
increased level of employee engagement (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 12).
Transitioning to the importance of strategic planning, near the end of the interview with
MachineMetrics, Mike Tamasi advised other manufacturers to take time with every proposal
and ‘”Make sure it’s right for you’” as well as “’Make sure you have the culture that’s going to
embrace it ultimately’” (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 13). In this way, AccuRounds assured the
MachineMetrics tools aligned with their facility structure and then took strategic actions
throughout its implementation such as identifying more progressive machinists whom were
more likely to be early adopters of the machinery. These types of strategic actions optimized
the implementation of the tool on the first ten machines and built a strong foundation on which
to implement the tool throughout the facility, demonstrating the power of strategic action
planning to transform smaller initiatives into large scale changes.
As a result of the strategic implementation of the MachineMetrics technology, the
establishment of processes to leverage the technology, and the creation of a culture to
embrace the modernization effort, AccuRounds, along with having a stellar safety record, now
has the ability to leverage saved labor to increase value adding activities (MachineMetrics 2019
pg. 14). Altogether, following the implementation of the MachineMetrics tool, AccuRounds saw
a 20% increase in O.E.E, a 15% reduction in tool costs, a 90% reduction in past due parts, and a
52% decrease in employee turnover rate, all leading to an return on investment period of 60
days (MachineMetrics 2019 pg. 15).

BRITISH PETROLEUM: 2005 – 2010
Perhaps the most notable industrial disaster in modern history was the 2010 Deepwater
Horizon Oil Spill, which, using the United States Coast Guard estimate, spilled over 210 million
gallons of crude oil off of the Louisiana coast in the Gulf of Mexico (USCG 2011). This disaster
has become synonymous with industrial responsibility, or the lack thereof, as it illustrates
systemic safety neglect. Admittedly, the Deepwater Horizon spill was a result of a very unlikely
and complex chain of equipment, as well as workforce failures, that, to the untrained eye, may
seem as isolated events. But, on the contrary, this event was the summit of previous
newsworthy industrial accidents over many years and, its origins stretch back over a decade.
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Under chief executive officer John Browne, British Petroleum (B.P.) undertook a
magnitude of earth-shattering corporate acquisitions in its pursuit of penetrating the growing
American oil market, even taking control of the U.S. oil giants Amoco and Amico in the years
1998 and 2000 (Reuters 2011). As detailed in the documentary, BP: $30 Billion Blowout, these
corporate mergers, while being fantastic for the benefactors of the company’s dividends, was
detrimental to the operations of the oil giant, as cutting costs became a norm (Smith 2010).
Moreover, in these consolidation deals, B.P. acquired a virtual empire of assets, many of which
were legacy assets that badly needed modernization. Even so, as a result of consolidation, B.P.
was not willing to invest the massive amounts capital needed to upgrade these assets, which, in
turn, negatively affected the culture within the company. With this, John Hofmeister, President
of Shell Oil from 2005-2008, stated in the aforementioned documentary that “’the mergers
where never integrated as they should have been...a lot of money thrown at problems but a lot
of money was taken out of some of the day to day operations at the same time’” (Smith 2010,
21:48) and as a result “’without question, B.P.’s safety record in north America, compared to its
other large integrated competitors, is…at the bottom’” (Smith 2010, 15:49).
Clearly, as B.P. acquired massive assets, subsequent risk was also acquired, at an even
more massive scale. Current Chief Executive of B.P, Bob Dudley, taking office following the
Deepwater Horizon Spill, states in the acknowledged documentary that, for any industrial
company acquiring risk, “’they’ve got to show they can manage that risk very, very carefully’”
(Smith 2010, 22:22). In the years leading up to the Horizon Spill, B.P. made it clear to the rest of
the oil sector that it lacked the essential processes to manage a growing asset portfolio and the
associated risks. This came clear through a plethora of incidents, most notably, the Texas City
refinery explosion of 2005, the Prudhoe Bay oil spill of 2006, and the collapse of the Thunder
Horse oil vessel in 2007 (Smith 2010). These events definitively show that the Horizon Spill was
not simply the result of drilling too deep and being unlucky; it was the result of badly managed
asset acquisitions that created a mess of sub-operators and independent contractors who were
on different pages regarding the values of their parent company B.P. (Smith 2010).
Technologies to upgrade assets were not implemented, processes to manage extreme risk
where not established, and a culture of safety, while being present in corporate offices, was
absent in day-to-day operations.
In light of this case study, it is clear that manufacturers, especially those with multiple
facilities, must strategically plan how to turn every line, and every facility, into one safe and
reliable operation. Further, it is clear that, through investing in technology and processes to
upgrade and integrate assets when necessary, manufacturers create a culture of safety which,
for a state or a nationwide company, assures uniformly accepted safety values and production
standards. For, by putting the most important stakeholders first, employees, manufacturing
enterprises may, as a result thereof, take care of the stakeholders too often put first, investors.
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